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Elections Board Estimates 1800
Ballots Cast; Prexy Race Close’

’Musical Madness’ To Debut
Tonight, 8:15 in Morris Dailey

BY VERNE CHRISTOFFERSON I followed in tap dance tempo by Gaieties.
Lana Lawson.
However, t &s a matter of recWhen the curtain goes ’.up to-1 A change of
pace will he pro- ord that in 1930 a student written
night at 8:15 in Morris Dailey vided by impersonist Ah Fat t and produced
show called "Jazz auditorium it will bring into view Chong.
mania" enjoyed tremendous suca tradition second only to Tower
Francis Friedman and Barry COM.
Hall in age and Importance; It will Richardson combine their efforts
bring into view the only student on a medley of melodies, followed
CARMEN DRAGON
written, produced, dilected and with a dissertation by Maria
The 1933 "Spartan Gaieties"
enacted show on campus; it will %Vida.
featured a 10-piece student band
bring into view the 1961 Revelries
Composition in Black and White, under the direction of Carmen
production, "Musical Madness."
a dance special by Anne Morris; a Dragon, then an SJS student. In
Tonight’s production departs
duet of melodies by Tom Liles, 1934, under the new name of
from Revelries tradition of the Bob Pringle and
Karen Petersen, "Revelries," the show and Dralast few years in that it will abanand a solo by Norma Brook con- gon again shared the sweet taste
show
in
favor
pure-script
the
don
of success.
clude the list of vocals.
of a musical revue. The opening
"Constant Refrain," the 1947
by
cast
created
memfinale
and
MYSTERIOUS ORIGIN
Revelries had a five-day run, the
Friedman
will
comFrancis
ber
The origin of Revelries as a
prise the only student -written see- full-fledged musical comedy is longest up to that time, and the
thing Of the show.
shrouded in mystery. Some sources following year "Up Powell" by Joe
say it began in 1929 as a grand Juliano achieved renown when a
VARIED REVUE
Under the guidance of produc- finale to Spardi Gras; others say real cable car was imported from
(Continued on Page 2)
tion directors Cathi Purcell, Kevin It began in 1933 as Spartan
Seligman and musical director Pat
Arata, the 17-member cast weaves
its melodious way through a
myriad blend of songs, dances, impersonations, dissertations, piano,
guitar and banjo solos.
Bringing comedy and continuity
to the "musical madness" will be
co-MC’s Dave Price and Ed Belling, whose between - the- scenes
commentary will surplant a formal script.
’BRITANNIA RAG’
Getting the show off to a fast
start will be Nancy Buttram and
Pat Wallace, who will dance to
"Britannia Rag."
Vocal limelighter Patricia Ann
Travis, recently chosen Miss
Greater San Jose of 1961, brings
a pair of old favorites to the show
with her tendition of "Moonlight
in Vermont" and "Lullaby of
Broadway."
Adding variety to the vocal listings will be a medley of folk songs
by "The Outlanders," a semi-professional group which has appeared in colfee houses throught
out San Francisco, San Jose and
FOLK SONG MEDLEY"The Outlanders," a semi-professional
Monterey. The group consists of
group composed of Todd Cleave, (I), Page Brownton, (r), and
Todd Cleave, Page Brownton, and
Cheri Korhonen,
Cheri Korhonen, bring a musical change-of-pace to the 1961
VOCAL COMBO
Combining vocal efforts on
’They Say Its Wonderful" will be
lh.’ty Pack and Dave McClellan,

Revelries production "Musical Madness" which makes its debut
tonight at 8:15 in Morris Dailey auditorium. Tickets for the
show are 25 cents. A second performance will be given tomorrow night.
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SPARTANS IN ACTIONElection polls which
opened at 9:30 this morning will remain open
until 3 p.m. while students such as these exercise their "right to vote." These three students
were several hundred who turned out to vote at
the Outer Quad, the cafeteria and in front of

’Weather Satellites
Launch New Era

"A new era of meteorology has
begun with the launching of
weather satellites." stated Dr. Jay
Wilson In a talk before some 100
students yesterday in S258.
Dr. Wilson, from the United
States Weather Bureau’s satellite
indicated future
laboratory,
weather predictions will be close
to pinpoint accuracy through the
use of satellites.
(Continued on Page 2)

Ticket Extension
For Beach ’Mixer’

Ticks, I sass tot iamorrork
frosh beach party have been extended until today, according to
Barbara Mitchell, co-publicity
chairman of the event.
Miss Mitchell stated that tickets can be purchased at the booth
in front of the Spartan cafeteria
for $1 all day today. The ticket
price includes a sack lunch and
transportation to and from the
beach, she added.
"One of the main purposes of
the annual soph-frosh mixer is to
compete for possession of the
Spartan Shield in activities such
as volleyball, tug-o-war and sack

’Thou Shalt Not Kill’

World Disarmament Important
For Man’s Peace Security
sots. ski, it 0, last is
series on whit is boing
done ,n help insure pormnent world
pa." ,

sc-

was running "extremely close."
The announcement came late in
the evening from the College
Union. 315 S. Ninth at, where
At
election headquarters ate

Official estimates last night by
the ASH elections board set the
first day’s balloting at close tb
1800 votes, and the group further
NO. 119 hinted that the presidential race

By FRED SCHWARTZ
The United Nations General As5ertiblY has devoted great time
and energy searching for one of
tIs top goalsdisarmament.
However, the elements of disarmament are so entangled by
sensiti%e political details that the
question cannot be isolated and
treat(s1 as simply a self-contained
Problem.
Mutual didtrust and suspicion
have developed to increase the
arms buildup. Because of suspicion, some nations have stockpiled
countless nuclear weapons to prePare themselves "in case of war."
No one can say for sure how
many bombs have been stored in
Preparation for the "emergency."
But in the words of Dr. Linos
P a it It n g, Nobel Prize-winning
chemist, the number is "sufficient
to destroy the world."
Ten years after the end of
World War IT, four nations--the
1!.S.. U.S.S.R., Britain and Canada had the knowledge, facilities
;and resources to produce, test and
stockpile atomic weapons; only
ranatia has not done so.
DEMTRUCTIVIP: MISSILES
The creation of missiles since
the end of the war has likewise
created a destructive potential. Intercontinental ballistic missiles
fitted with atomic warheads can
he guided at heights of several

The Atomic Energy CommisIiiinslresi nuies to targets several
sion, established in 1946. was enthousand miles away.
Fearful of seeing the world em- trusted the task of finding a
broiled in the throes of a catas- formula for "the elimination from
trophic nuclear war, the United I national armaments of atomic
Nations has been called upon to weapons and all other weapons
achieve some kind of disarmament. adaptable of mass destruction." It
All proposals put forth by the has not, as yet, accomplished this
U.N. to date have dealt with two objective.
In 1952. the U.N. created a new
aspects of disarmament - inspecdisarmament commission to deal
tion and controls.
The U.S. and its allies have with the control of both convenproposed complete disarmament. tional and atomic weapons. Howgovlimited disarmament, a total dis- ever, charges by the Soviet
armament by guaranteed stages. ernment that the commission was
with that
The Soviet Union’s proposals have "inadequate" together
would
ranged from abolition of atomic country’s announcement it
caused
weapons to "total disarmament in "boycott" the commission,
the body to be completely inactive
four years."
More than a decade of negotia- throughout most of 1958.
TEST-BAN NEGOTIATION
tion has seemingly narrowed the
In late 1958, the three nuclear
area of disagreement, but there
remains the question of guaran- powers .the U.S., U.S.S.R., and
Britain began peace negotiations
tees.
for a test ban, after an East-West
PERIODIC INSPECTION
held that
The U.S.and the Western pow- scientific conference
concluded that iners have insisted on periodic in- summer had
"feasible."
spection to assure that the other spection was
The Soviet Union originally
namely the U.S.S.R.-parties
are keeping their pledge. The So- urged a treaty banning all tests
viet Union, however, has persist- with an inspection system to be
ently resisted what the Western set up later. It has abandoned that
governments regard as effective! position and now agrees an inspecinspection to assure that disarm-1 tion system should be set up
a limited inspection.
ament Is really taking place.
The U.S.S.R. maintains the
The question of disarmament
those
has been debated by the U.N. and treaty should cover only
be inspected
Its political committee. During the tests which can now
tests, underfirst few years the questions of above the ground
underground
atomic weapons and conventional water tests and large
tests
armaments were treated as sep- tests. Small underground
be differentiated
cannot
which
1
items.
arate
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the bookstore. Students formed long lines at
all three polling stations, turning in a "heavy
vote" nearly all day. Polling booths opened
again this morning and today’s ballots are
expected to be "crucial" by both major political
parties.

located.
Meanwhile, also two major sio.
dent political carnps focused their
attention on today’s voting, expected to decide the election. Ron
GereviLs, Paper Ballot candidate
for president and opponent Brent
Davis. Sparta Party, waited calmly for the final hours of a hardfought campaign to tick by.
LINES AT POLLS
Students stood in long lines yesterday at the polling stations-- at
the Outer Quad, the bookstore
and the cafeteria - in the late
morning and early afternoon hours
to east ballots for the candidates
of their choice.
The figure is approximately
1100 uver last year’s host -day iming tatty of 1000. However, in
1959, 1670 ballots were- counted
the first slay.
VOTING HEAVY
At all three voting locations,
student volunteers said that voting had "been heavy" all morning. "very heavy" at mid-day and
voters were still coming in large
numbers by late afternoon.
By 2:30 it was reported from
the polling stations that the last
three ballot boxes were being
filled
Tod.
the same polling booths
opened again at 9:30 this morning and will close at 3 p.m. Final
vote tabulations will take place
late this evening and results are
expected to be announced at tor:I-rites dance in the Art Quad,
11..

Lambda Chi Pushcart Relays
Set Off SJS Spring Carnival TV

This aftenux,n at 2.30 Lambda
Chi Alpha’s Annual Pushcart re-1
lays at Ninth and William sts.,
set off a chain of events for the
all-school Spring Carnival.
After the relays from 430
through 7 p.m. dinner is being
served in the cafeteria for $1.
Tickets may be purchased at the
door. Carnival chairman Bill Olmsted has announced. During dinner the Jazz Kritics will perform.
BOOTHS OPEN
Approximately 35 booths, both
independent and greek, will be
open in the faculty parking lot
by the cafeteria. Olmsted stated
that there will be dunking booths,
throwing whipped cream and rotten eggs at victims and the usual
carnival concessions of cot ton
candy, popcorn and candied apples.
The booths will close at 8:30.

Vet Transfers

A rl,iticv v. a nit 1,,i t It c,glibo
the art quad starts at 8:30 an,:
lasts until midnight. At approximately 11 p.m. Olmsted stated
that trophies will be awarded for
Pushcart relays, best booth and
booth making the most money.
ASB election results will be announced at this time,
CAMPUS SECURITY
The carnival chairman reported
that ’campus security will be
checking for trouble-makers from
outside the college, He expressed
hopes that everybody will attend
and enjoy the carnival, "but at
the same time use their heads
in their fun!" He added t hat
"With the carnival’s success, We
hope to build it into something
much bigger and better in the
following years."

Instructors
To Meet 200
School Teachers

More than 200 elementary
school science teachers will be on
campus tomorrow to meet the instructors of a television course
prepared by the Instructional television center, Robert Diamond,
ITV director, has announced.
The teachers are enrolled in an
extension course broadcast by college Sundays over KNTV. Robert
Hassur, moderator of the series,
will speak to the visitors.
Sunday, the "Explorations" science show will consider "Magnetism and Electricity" at 11:30
am. on KNTV, channel 11.

$500 IN PRIZES

Any Korean vet planning to
transfer to another school for
sunimer school or at the end of
the fall seinesster should cheek
with the Korean vet office Adni103. Proper forms must he filed
before the start of the new Semester.

Activities Adviser
Says Apathy Exists
For Charity Drives

stiDioto, just men
1in contributing money to an unfrom eat It- lakes on seismic inknown cause. They have to get
struments are not included.
something in return," Gwen Jorgensen, activities adviser. stated.
DISARMAMENT CONFLICTS
Miss Jorgensen, also adviser for
There still remain some outthe Community Service committee.
standing conflicts which need to
commented on student apathy tohe resolved before test bans beward charity drives. She gave the
come a reality:
example of last fall’s committee
1. How many inspection stations candy sale that netted only $109.
should be set up in the Soviet
She gave possible reasons for
Union? The U.S. says 21; U.S.S.R., the lack of student support toward
PRIZE BOOTHUnpacking prizes for the Community Service
15. There has been no agreement a charity drive. "Students don’t
committee booth tonight at the all-school Spring Carnival are
yet on their location.
have the money to buy candy and
(Ito r) Barbara Barnard, Alice lzmirian, Luther Knock and Carolyn’
2. What should be the national- other things for such a project."
Hayes. Committee chairman Carolyn Hayes reported that at
ity of the inspection teams? The They want to know "where their
least $500 in prizes are to be used. Prize tickets collected from
U.S. says inspectors in the Soviet money is going," she added.
game winning at the booths may be turned in to the committee
Union should be Westerners, and
booth for prizes, depending on number collected.
DONOR RESPONSE
inspectors in the U.S. should be
Miss Jorgensen said that doRussians. The Soviets want equal
numbers of inspectors from East nors seem more responsive to a
definite need. She gave reference
and West.
to the Cal Poly tragedy last se3. Should nuclear explosions he
mester and stated a big response
taxed for peaceful purposes? Both went out for this.
i.1%,;1.i.111
Nocturne-. sli,k.n
$2 75. Students who
sides say "yes- but have not
The all -school Carnival will
agreed on the amount of informa- give one-half of the funds raised the junior-senior ball, to be held cannot make it to the booths are
tion which should be disclosed to to the new College Union fund and May 20, must be ordered today, asked to call Miss Kennedy at
according to Kathy Kennedy, CYpress 4-2922.
the other side.
one-half to the Community ServJunior class publicity chairman.
Today is also the deadline for
committee.
ice
.
ECONOMICS INVOLVED
submitting photos of "Joe College.
They are $2 each.
From the U.S. standpoint, the
DIVIDES HALF
The leis may be ordered at Betty Coed" contestants. They
shifting of defense resources-447
The committer will divide its booths in front of the cafeteria may be turned in either to the
billion expenditures for the 1960- half into three areas, Miss Jorgen- and booxstore along with the bids, College Union, 315 S. Ninth at.,
61 fiscal year to peacetime sixes sen stated. Student Emergency
or Betty Lupton, 201 S. 11th at.
constitutes the biggest problem.
To he held at the Hawaiian
loan will receive a share. Miss JorAt present, more than 25 per gensen explained that this service
Gardens, the semi -formal ball will
Students seeking a selective ser- feature Sal Carson’s nine -piece
cent of our economy is hated upon Is to loan small amounts of money
the weapons race, and more than for 30 to 90 days to be paid back vice deferment for the next aca- combo, a female vocalist and the
five million people are employed with little interest on it. A portion demic year should request an SSS- crowning of the Joe College-Betty
in national defense.
of the money will go to a commun- 109 or SSS10.3 form in Admit:La Coed contest winners.
Is the conclusion either economic ity service project to be decided before leaving at the end of the
"Everyone is invited-, Miss
prosperity and threat of war with later. The third area to get a semester. A student must have Kennedy said. stressing the ball
armaments, or depression and share is World University service been in attendance a full aca- was not restricted to juniors and
demic year to be eligible,
to aid foreign education.
seniors.
peace without them?

Last Day To Order Hawaiian Leis
For Semi-formal Ball, May 20

Service Deferment

F.1’,1;\

ISPARTAN Dins

Weather Satellites To Aid sz,0
In Accuracy of Predictions
satellites in the Tiros series may
be launched early this summer. All
launchings will be from Cape
Canaveral, Fla.
Following the Tiros series will
be the launching of the Numbus
satellites. Dr. Wilson said these
satellites would be more elaborately equipped and if successful
put on an operational basis rather
than research.

(Continued from Page 1
Dr. Wilson emphasized his talk
with slides taken by U.S. weather
satellites Tiros I and II. The
photos showed areas ranging from
the United States eastern coast
and the Nile valley.
Many of the slides clearly
showed the earth’s curvature and
clouds blanketing large masses of
land. Photos were taken through
televised pictures beamed from
the satellites.
2 MORE LAFNCHED
Dr A lson indicated two more

’Revelries Revue’
To Open Tonight
(Continued from Page 1,
San Francisco for the performances.
Reminiscing over the catastrophes of various final rehearsals,
Dr. Theodore Balgooyen, 12-year
adviser to Revelries, remembers
one night in particular. "The cast
had been rehearsing for weeks
with a 25-piece orchestra," he recalls. "During the final rehearsal
they decided they didn’t like the
orchestra and at midnight they
began revising the show leaving
the orchestra out."

And backstageflanked by his agent and a few admirers
under the glare of a 100-watt bulbthere is little discernible
difference.

Friday Flicks

Gottlieb, a tall, angular man and the group’s spokesman, says
his harmonic structures are jazz.

"April Love" will be presented
by the senior class tonight in
Th55 at 7:30 according to Rod
Dirldon, senior class president.

"It’s impossible today to present folk songs in their natural
form, he explains. "Most ’pure’ folk singers are amateurs, and I
don’t mean that facetiously."

9 to 5

SLNDAY 9 TO 4

CY 4-6606
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Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Holbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

He’s still "Professor" Lou Gottlieb, the picarefque Ph.D.,
whose unique sophistibawdy humor helps make the Limeliters the
most fascinating and talented entertainers since . . . well, since
nobody. They’re in a class by themselves.
TWO INGREDIENTS
Two ingredients are responsible for the success of folk singers
Gottlieb, Alex Hassilev and Glenn Yarbrough. One is their singing.
"You’d think they were hacked by a 100-voice chorus," as one
critic put it.

Contrary to what’s been written about the trio, Gottlieb does
not do all the arranging. "Many of our arrangements are done in
’committee,’ he says matter-of-factly.

ctiiOft

1396 E. Santa Clara
1.91/13.1313111/121.111.1.!..0.

Gottlieb and the Limeliters
On stage--Ilankcd ny his too colleagues under the glare of
a multiple-colored spotlightthe man looks, talks and acts like
the college professor he is not, but easily could be.

But voice power isn’t ,enough, and it’s hardly the real key
to the vocal and instrumentat talents of the trio. Blending is. They
fit songs to their voices and ’instruments.

-WouJe o
&DAY

IN Pete:Kuehl .*

ELATED
United States meteorologists
have been elated with the results
of the satellites, Dr. Wilson said.
He added that unusual cloud formations have been spotted by the
satellites.
In one slide he pointed out a
long but thin string of clouds
off the eastern coast of the United
States which extended from the
northern part of Florida to New
York. "We will have to theorize
on the formation causes of these
clouds," he said.

IMPORTED GIFTS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
IMPORTED RELIGIOUS STATUES WITH CRYSTAL EYES

TL’EnDaY SAIL

orderer

’(=

WHAT A COMMITTEE!
What a committeeGottlieb, whose academic attainments (doctorate from UC in musicology for research of 15th century religious
music) are well known, strumming the bass: Hassilev (fluent in
five languages and numerous dialects), a banjo-guitar player who
looks like Yves Montand; and
Yarbrough, (a student of classical
Greek and philosophy), one of
the best authentic Irish tenors
and an expert classical guitarist.
"When we began," confesses
Gottlieb jokingly, "my partners
suggested I talk between numbers
while they tuned up." This is
the second ingredient which distinguishes the Limeliters: Gottlieb’s talk.

SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

Wilda
Baughn
and Her Piano

?

P

garden eiiy -Wofirau
51 So. Market

CY

7-2002

yearcarictrai r acresarecticriorractritareareareateraaticareirciriiiiiiioNvov.

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with...

LOU GOTTLIEB
. . . picaresque Ph.D.

Gottlieb’s knowledge, not only
in music, is encyclopedic. His humor has been compared to the
New Comics (Sahl, Mike and
Elaine. Berman, Bruce, etc.), but
this is, to a degree, too limiting
a description.
Succinctly, Lou Gottlieb is the
pure, scholarly intellectual who
meets audiences on his terms.
Certainly he hams it up a bit;

In one of the Limeliters’ biggest hits, "Madeira M’dear," he literally
seduces his bass. But the essence of the 37-year-old Gottlieb’s wit
is found in subtle spoofs of pedantry and absurdity. Neither Vikkl
Duggan, the starlet whose backless gowns created such a stir a few
years ago, nor the western gunslinger "who’s not badonly sick"
escape him.
Dr. Graham Wilson, an SJS professor of English, in Greece
this year on a Fulbright teaching grant, says about his long-time
friend, "Lou really wants to be a comic."
NO ’SELF-APPROBATION’
But, "I haven’t the need for self-approbation that one has to
possess to be a successful solo comedian," admits Gottlieb, who
traveled the nightclub circuit alone for a year before the Limeliters were formed. He gave it up early in 1959.
"I do much better with a prop," he says, slapping the "tuned
at the factory" bass with gusto.
The audience views Gottlieb as a brilliant and articulate person, but it wonders, "Does he say any of this off the cuff?"
The answer is yes. The best ad libs of course, become part of
the repertoire.
Backstage preparing for a concert, he sounds little different
from the man who will throw thousands of people Into hysterics
minutes later.
You’d swear he reads answers from a script, the way he dispatches even the most intricate queries. Then somewhere along
the line he stops to think, and you know that between tuning his
bass and wondering "Where’s Alex? We’ve only got 20 minutes,"
he’s been answering your queries.
And when Alex arrives, and Lou leads the trio into a practice
room to "set music hack 20 years," you hurry to your seat. Because
by this time, you just can’t wait,

Thrust and Parry
Claims Writer Failed

To Back Conclusions
EDITORI would like to imply Dean Faulkner’s total failure in backing up his five conclusions, May 2.
I admire Faulkner’s ambition
to appraise the Cuban situation
with his "facts" and "conclusions" on the issues he raised.
The problem, however, is not
lack of facts, but too many of
them favoring different sides;
and there is not enough space
anywhere here to prevent a
propagandistic abridgment. But,
again, Faulkner took maximum
advantage of the unfortunate
situation, and did not do justice to any side of the issues,
not even his own: a Communist
technique.
Prof. C. W. Mills had to write
a book, "Listen, Yankee," in
order to justify his point of
view. Dr. Fermin Peinado, University of Oriente, Cuba, in
writing criticisms of Mills and
others also found it necessary
to write another. Now I ask
Faulkner, assuming he is not
one-sided: Is he trying to do
the same in a 250-word column?
And will he guarantee, for a
change, to do justice to all sides
of the issues?
If the defender of the five
conclusions is fully aware of the
problem I have just conveyed,
and if he has any intellectual
integrity at all, he would immediately abandon his selected
"facts" and deliberate "conclusions." If he is aware of the
grave injustice involved but insists on presenting his so-called
"facts" and "conclusions" in
this column, he would be intentionally abusing his readers by
feeding them misleading and
consequently dangerous propaganda.
Antonio B. Ooka
ASS 5903

TASC Analyzes
Its Stand on Cuba
EDITOR The members of
TASC accept this opportunity
to answer the recent challenges
on our stand via a via Cuba.
We believe our neutrality
laws, FDR’s abrogation of the
Platt Amendment, Articles 15
and 16 (political sovereignty
and economic security) should
not be violated. Cuba has the
same legal right of self-determination as we so declared on
July 4, 1776. Cuba has the right
to sever its bonds from its his
torical position of a virtual
U.S. colony.
We view with alarm the absence of habeas corpus, elections and trial by jury. We oppose press censorship, a oneparty system and a centralized
dictatorial government. We believe their opposites, as exemplified by Anglo-American tra-
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NAVAJO LOUNGE
RESTAURANT
BAKERY
WEST SAN CARLOS AT
SHASTA. SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA

pioey

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

(3anjou state’s second oldest tradition

presents
’11:17ZICAL IZADITESS’

cpit)e9

New "wetter -than -water" action melts beard’s tough.
nesein seconds. Remarkable new "wetterthan:water"
action give, Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific
approximation to the feather.touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s toughness like hot
towels and massagein seconds.
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A iinique combination of antievaporatinn agents
makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier... Ann, you
the most satisfying shave ... fastest, cleanestand most,
comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.
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Breasted Chicken to fake home.
Let SPIVEY furnish Broasted
Chicken for your party. From
one ord., to a thousand.

11111E OE! 0111E Ali!

SPIVEY’S
DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

SPARTAN DRIVEIN
CY 5-3410

Z4,14:04,11-Wrolo,...205.$24,

FRESHEST DONUTS
72 Varieties
,s
Gingham Girl Donuts
CY 5.9668
117 So. First

Three features in

101 DALMATIANS
Horse With A Flying Tail
MAN OF THE WEST :
starring Gary Cooper &
Londoni

;:.WW3t1G1:14.15405V,IVS

GAY THEATRE CY 3-84051
"best song"

NEVER ON SUNDAY
also "award winning DAY OF THE PAINTER ;
and ZERO TO SIXTY
1,t
TOWNE CY 74060
"best foreign film award"
INGMAR BERGMAN’S
THE VIRGIN SPRING
also Fernandel in
THE BIG CHIEF
SARATOGA UN 7-3026 ;
"Best Actor" Burt Lancaster in
ELMER GANTRY
also Jack Leirrnon in BP,’ Chit* *
THE APARTMENT

Cc

MAYFAIR
STARTS WEDNESDAY

i

Summer
Match
Mates
seperates that
were made
to go together.
Skirts
jamaicas,
pedal pushers,
capris

.
Ballad,
of
4...4..
Soldier/
...
.

"tha bast Russian
movi since World
*War IITi,,. mag.

*W,Inar grand orb*
*San Francisco film
*festival,
liDouble prize rimer
1TC.annes Film Festival.

:
"One of year’s bestN.Y. Times, Fired&
Tribune, N.Y. Post, Sat. Natal.

oulofts.
Size 5- 18.

with BOWL OF CHERRIES;
*
and OVERTURE
p.m.
9:15
7
p.m.
Now showing
Sat Sun. Cent, from 4:45 p.m.

4.99 to 14.99

$499
up
eodertad
286 South First Street

I
*
*

REVELRIES
ICC
***** **********

LET’S RELAX
WITH GOOD FOOD...

Sizzling
SWIFT PREMIUM
New York Strip Saimiuit.li .. 1.09
Top Sirloin Dinner
New York Strip Steak ***** . 1.95
1.49

For Variety

cpieeye

EL CAMINO REAL AT OLIVOS
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA

GCELY
Cr"2:?’’,

EL RANCHO DRIVE1N:
CY 4-2041
101 DALMATIANS
also -best short feature
*
Horse With A Flying Tail
Conquest of Space

INCLUDES
SALAD POTATOES FRENCH BREAD

535 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA

GRANT ROAD & EL CAMINO
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA

Shot47

STEAKS

CAMPBELL AVENUE S WINCHISTIER RD.
CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA

OCEAN & WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

REVELRIES

TASC chooses the humanitarian
venture of channeling our grr,a(
economic and productive capac
ity for the illumination of pov.
erty, illiteracy, disease, and dis,
content from our Latin neigh.
bors.
Ben Ziateroff jr.
ASE1 1015

dititat, can best be Instituted
by ,the reopening of diplomatic
and trade relations. We must
not "fear to negotiate."
During the presidential election Mr. Kennedy declared "Let
us do in Cuba what we did in
Guatemala" (in 1954 the CIA
overthrew the democratically
elected Guatemalan government). Three months later we
tried it. The result was not
pleasant.
Will our foreign policy of
sabotage and criminal subversion, of predominant military
aid and of peripheral foreign
aid continue, or will it become
truly sensitive to the needs and
aspirations of the genuinely
needy peoples of Latin America?

TRY OUR
Barbecued Ribs or Chicken
EACH $1.39

Circle B Char -Broil
2798 Alum Rock Avenue

PHONE ORDERS TO GO
OPEN DAILY
WEEKENDS
_

11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

CL 1-3431
9:30 p.m.
10:30 p.m.

"Um..

er

$300,000 Painting Exhibit Continues
great
aPae.
J’.
I III,
leigh.

’Just for the Devil of If!’

The slaw. ii, deeigned to s It o
The Phoenix At niUstUills $30(1, NO exhibit "100 Years of French both the major and the lee..,
painting will continue in the Art known painters of the previoii,
Gallery, A127, through Friday, 100 years: to show paintings, watercolors and drawings by painters
May 19.
born in France and those vision.:
and expatriates who espoie,
FINE PORTRAITS
France as their homeland.
20% Discount To Students
Art Gallery hours are 10
jurcii Ramirez Slucho
to 4 p.m. Monday through Fri,:
Distinctive Bridal Photography
and 1:15 to 5 p.m. on Sunday
By Appcintrnent
CV 3.747I
942 E. Santa Clara

Student Plans To Cross Music Recital
U.S. in Wheelchair

Library Concert

’
Records scheduled from noon to
1 p.m. anti 3 to 4 p.m. in the ’
library study room:
Vivaldi:
L’Estro
liar
Ito,
OIL E.

’te

A NEW CONCEPT
IN FORMAL WEAR

e3turday

RENTALS

Night

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and Mu
Phi Epsilon are presenting a recital!
in Concert Hall Tuesday, 8:151
p.m.. which will be open to the!
public without charge.
lbert’s "Trois Pieces Breseswill open the program featuring
Beth Hopler (flute). Patrick McFarland (oboe,. Rowland Schwab
I clarinet I. Don Phillips I his t:,
and Jerry Dagg I bassoon 1.
Vocalists Irene Russell. sunray, and Jess Russell, bass, will
with "La ci darem la !nano.- (Ion,
(Mozart I, ss,th
"Don Giovanni
Marilyn Beebe, accompani:;t
’Trio No. 16 in D Minor" 11,0eil.
let I will be presented by Elena
Gregory (flute’, Donald Nelson
(oboe, and Donald Chan I pian,
Gounod’s "Avant de quitter cilieux" from "Faust" v, ill feat:,, -

II
PETE KI7ESIL
"Just for the devil of it -- fu,
new experience -- for adventure!"
said Bradford DaPont, 20-year-old
SJS sophomore
"That’s why I’m doing it."
lkiing
what?
the
Crossing
U.S.A.
-mote than 3000 miles
from San Francisco to New York
in a wheelchair.
B r ad. paraplegic (paralyzed
from the waist down) since he
was five years old, wants to be
the first man to accomplish the
feat, which never before has been
at tempted.

2!-I MONTHS
He hopes to do It in two and
one-half months (July 1 to Sept.
121 traveling eight hours a day
White Dinner Jacket
across the heart of the U.S. In
Black Tropical Tuxedo Trousers
a specially prepared wheelchair
Cummerbund and Tie
which will enable him to peddle
Pleated Formal Shirt
with his hands.
Cuff Links and Studs
He would like to "end up in
Suspenders
New York with time to see some
Handkerchief
relatives, and take a leisurely trip
Come see this amazing
back."
package value at:
Brad, a business and industrial
management major, figures to
average between 30 and 40 miles
7/te7u.rjo 91op
per day, and will be assisted by
COMPLETE MEN’S FORMAL WEAR
junior chambers of commerce in
"We specialize in men’s
the nine
cities and numerwedding apparel**
ous small towns in which he plans
10 stop.
Rentals
Sales
Following him almost every
35 S. 4th St. San
Jose, Calif.
inch of the way in a truck will
CYpress 3.7420
he two friends. Hugh Bikle, SJS
freshman accounting major, and
***** ******** ******** *****Or**************** ****** Steve Bartlett. sophomore electronics major at San Jose City
MECHANIC ON DI TY
college.
.51 TOM
"They’ll leave me only when I’m
TRANSMISSION SERA Ii.E:
toolihg along on a nice, safe wide
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
highway." Brad explained. He says
plans call for Hugh to act as an
advance man. while Steve will
take care of technical aspects, of
5NT S I Slt
* 28th & l
( Y t-""tt * which there are plenty.
**************** *********************************
Brad’s "props" include -- beMAY 13

This complete ensemble
includes:

,

are,
41rnFair si
ttru,t’arid

GASOLIT1E

distt’s 24-i/our floret/aft Service

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

a-

e

FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph C. Caldwell, Manager

CYpress 4-9404
FIRE PROOf oNsraticriore
TELEVISION RA NOUET ROOMS
COFFEE SHOP
FOUNTAIN

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

South First St. at Son Antonio

l

STORE

Son Jose, California

DISCOUNT
BRING AD.
VOID AFTER JUNE 15, 1961
/i,goscRetwe

Pr

-,L1AkAN’tEt)
Courtesy 5eleciiion crevice
Hour’, 9 a P01 to 6 on,
377 E JULIAN STREET
Cr 74771

.
Remertri,e, 11,, I.,

’

fluirsing.

C

E 7’L84

LIVE’ ON STAGE’ IN PERSON’
WHEELCHAIR TRAVELERBradford DaPont, 20 -year -old SJS
business and industrial management major, ponders problems
he will encounter in trying to become the first man to cross the
U.S. in a wheelchair. It won’t be the chair pictured, but a specially designed one with gears and a hand petal.

ktuff4

GOO gallons of gasoline.
"We hope to get all of the
material donated." Brad says, "but
we’ll has:e a cash fund in reserve
III case everything doesn’t go
exactly as planned."
’TO PROVE STAMINA’
In a prepared statement written
IT Brad and Hugh. the expressed
purpose of the trip is "to prove
his stamina and ability to overcome his handicap" and "to serve
as a source of inspiration to other
handicapped persons as TAPII as
the general public across the
t ion."
But Brad elaborates, "1 fell
frustrated, with no goals other
than school. I wanted to get out
and meet people."

1

JACKSON ,rcl FOURTH

Fri
parking

-

It was right after Britain’s Dr.
Barbara Moore and the two British sergeants walked across t Is e
rountry last year that Brad conreived of the idea. But. it remained in the back of his mind
until three months ago.
"I talked to my friends. They all
were enthusiastic." he said. "I’ve
received help from the Business
division (preparing his itinerary.
Health and Hygiene department
iphysical checkups). the Physical
Science department (photographic
worki, and the Physical Education department (body-building as.
)."
Between now and July, Brad
says he will work out "vigorously," both on a wheelchair and with
bar bells and a rowing machine.
The !,pe,i,t11-nrid, eh:dr

at 6 a.m., spend a half-hour al
breakfast and peddle until noon
After an hour lunch break. he
plans to continue on the 1,,:id
until 4 p.m., relax an hour :1
eat dinner. Evenings (6 to 10
p.m.) will be reserved for meetings, speeches and social functions.
Covering 3057 miles, he’ll pass
through Reno, Salt Lake City,
Cheyenne, Omaha. Chicago, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. He hopes
to get a police escort through the
cities. He officially has been etas sifted as a pedestrian.
Although the trip will he arduous, his family doctor on Aprli
10 stated that his " ... chest and
shoulder muscles are well devel-1
oped." and found " . . . no con tra-indication to his attempting
cross-country trip via chain -drivel
wheelchair."
To Brad’s knowledge, the only
comparable feat took place several
years ago when a college student ,
from the East was pushed to
Florida by a fraternity brother.
"I gave up trying to walk with
braces when I was II," he related.’
"It just was too hard. especially,
since one of my legs seems to!
become infected easily."
HIT BY GAS TRUCK
Doctors operated unsuccessfully1
three times shortly after a gasoline tender truck struck him while
he was chasing a puppy across a
highway 15 years ago.
-But now I’m looking for adventure," he said. "Maybe it’s
cc,y. but . . . maybe not.
-

LOW, LOW SUMMER RATES
Modern Furnished Apartments.
’Is,,
nA

Two approaches to the
"man’s deodorant" problem
If a man doesn t mind shaving under his arms. he will pi,,,
find a woman’s roll-on satisfactory. Most men. however. 1,-. .1
simpler and surer to use Mennen Spray Deodorant. Mennen Spray
was made to get through to the skin, where perspiration starts.
And made to work all day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
other deodorant. How about you?

available at the

Spartan Bookstore
’RIGHT ON CAMPUS

Is S811 frnr Dun Itedr

n I m Is

SWIMMING POOL WITH MOST UNITS
ROOMMATES FURNISHED IF DESIRED
CONVENIENTLY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Also These Brand New Units Ha,e . .
All Electric Kitchens. Carports, And ...

64e and $1.00 plus tax

.-part.trh
485 SOUTH NINTH

MAKE Reservations Early

ental 5-epvice
CV 1.8871

AND

CHORUS AND

"CONCERT I
Sat., May 13
at 8:30 p.m.

NOW SEE AND HEAR THIS GREAT ORCHESTRA AND
CHORUS IN PERSON - PRESENTED WITH THE AID
OF A SPECIALLY INSTALLED $3000000 STEREO
SOUND SYSTEM.

of Son Jose Civic Audito.-ium
P,cas $4, 3.50, $3, $2. Tickets at S.1 Boa Off:ce, Sam’. Claire Hotel,
CV 5-0888 or at 5.1 State College

Thr farther smok,
travels Au-Softened.
the milder, the cooler
the smoother
It tastes

THIS
ONE’S
THE
SATISFIER!
Rally ’round the king that goes all out to please your
taste. Every satisfying puff is Air-Softened to
enrich the flavor and make it mild. Special porous
paper lets you draw fresh air into the full king length
of top-tobacco. straight Grade -A all the way.

G[1E311[1E1E1.0, KING
Join the swing to

NO SERVICE CHARGE
Don’t Waif’

RAY CONNIFF
HIS ORCHESTRA

"I might wheel through Kw or,
meted to be ready by the middle
of June. Brad describes it as Ix- next year."
ing "just as a regular wheelchair,
hue with a bicycle wheel and
ALTERATIONS
chain, a five-speed gear box with
WOMEN’S CLOTHING
hand peddle and caliper (racing
bike i brakes."
PICK I ’r tc1) MUNI ’t
He does not anticipate much
AN 2-2038
mechanical trouble even crossing
the Sierras or Rockies. "Hugh and
sides the $1300 wheelchair being
a.
&.
Steve will follow me closely and ’1
prepared by Everest and Jennings keep cars from knocking me off
SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
in Los Angeles -- - a transistor the road."
. radio, a small truck/station wag-1
RIGID SCHEDULE
on, overnight equipment for the
His schedule during the trip
vehicle, uniforms, a typewriter, a
&
eamera, a duplicating machine and will be quite rigid. He will arise is

Real CLEAN Wash
"BEST WASH"

*P..>
10.,.v

DRIVE-IN GARAGE

DERii9TMENT

STUDENT’.

major

NORWALK

d

10%
DISCOUNT

37 W SAN CARLOS

CRUZ BEACH
Dancing Every Sat. Night

10%

Other performers will include:
Beth flopler. Sylvia Berk:Tian,
Margaret SWOON/IL ljelsit. Finch.
Anne Am-ant. Jerry Dagg and Ricardo TI1M1111110S,

San Jose Beauty Colleae

SAnTA

Eon

Tuesday

baritone.
soloist J. 1). Niel’
with accompanist Juan Muss

There is a Career for YOU
in Hairstyling and Cosmetology

ORt-HESTRA

COCOAnUT
GROVE

SPARTAN TIAILT-1

Fiiday, May 12, 1961

4.-41IPARTAN DAITT.T

r!’(4.1y

ATO Defends

Frosh Swimmer

Whitten in U.S. Maccabian Games ’mural Track

Its ROGER
RS may have

..11 the
licshman
record.
In the 200 yard breaststroke
Whitten has eclipsed the old varsity record by 1.1 seconds with a
2:27.5 timing and in so doing shutWhitten will he one of the 22. tered the (rash mark by 9.1 secs%ii lllll ers a hr still represent ands.
Just for comparison’s sake, the
the U.S. in the sixth Maccablad,
world record in the 100 yard
held once i’s ,’r lour vears with
breaststroke is 00:59.6, and in the
the best Jewish athletes In the
200 the record is 2:13.4. Whitten,
orld competing. His best rum petition is expected to come who prepped at Livermore high
school, is improving with each
Peter Fogarasy, a Hunpractice, however, and it is for
garian refugee now training on
this reason he was chosen for the
the east coast for the MaccuAlaccabian team. In practice, he
Man gUIlleti.
The blond SJS yearling corn has churned through the 100 in
eqed for the freshman swim team 1:04.9 and the 200 in 2:24.8. All
this --and just a freshman.
past semester, but the times
The interesting thing about
has posted in his specialties
smashed the existing vat.- Whitten’s accomplislunents is
oy records. Whitten’s best time the fact that he has only been
swi
lug less than three years.
, the 100 yard breaststroke is
,6.5 which clipped 1.3 seconds He began his aquatic adven:f the varsity record and 4.5 tures while a junior In high
i 1,1

ill

ill.’

another 1964 200 yard breaststroke events,
Olytnpic prospect in the person of Whitten was recently named a
17-year-old freshman swimmer member of the U.S. Maccabian I
Phil Whitten. lieide-: rewriting Games team which will journey
I) Israel in August.
.

TELEVISION
6114(4ra /111,141

JOE’S TELEVISION
CY 7-3541

99 N. 10th St
v

-

PIZZA

G.

r

the old Style
(no machinery used)

,

SPAGHETTI
&

Dinner

Ball

Meat

lye

1 .25
HALF MOON
RESTAURANT
$

2687 STORY ROAD

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
Special Student Rotes

A & M Auto Repair
CY 6-4247

456 E. San Sal...an,

:.-HAMBURGERS-18c

THE GOLDEN
PO NT

ideas! The first
new
New franchise
:Golden Paint restaurant in California’
We give you speedy service plus high
qualify food!
Open’it
to 12 p.m. Dail,.
’til 2 a.m. Friday

THE GOLDEN POINT Drive-In
Cl.

; 2940 Alum Rock Ave.

1-9871

Ron
Gerevas
for...

’

ASB
President

4,4

* ASS Vice President

* CSCSPA Delegate

* Student Council Representetiv

* Student Housing Committee

* Sophomore Class Vico President

* Publications Advisory Board

* Junior Class President

* College Life Committee

* Who’s Who in 1961

* Student Government Merit
Award

* Blue Key ; Spartan Shialds

mom gm um mil
r
CI\ IC PLAYHOUSE
136

Phi Sigma Kappa, sweepstakes’ Runner-up Alpha Phi should too much of a surprise.
Theta Chi could be the surprise
champion for two of the past again be in the running for the
three years, enters today’s Push- I second straight year. The 10th st. team of today’s relays. With the
irt relays as a good bet to 11,1 sorority boasts numerous full-time addition of a new cart anti an
athletes to holster a strong line- entire cast of rookie pushers, ’cc
capture the coveted title.
The Phi Sias, who set the re e - i up of pushers. Among the heralded could be tough if it can get by
..rd -breaking 54.7 clicking in the I names are Johnny "Touchdown"
hi. Phi Sigs in the first heat.
Last year’s unpressive marks at men’s final last spring, return I Johnson and baseball star Doug
the intramural track meet may or
Nike Davis and Tom Fish- McChesney.
flronli
In last year’s run-off, Phi Sig
may not fall in Sunday’s meet, but e"eiti
the championship team,
a battle for team honors will de. plus an impressive list of re- no sed Al pha Phi out in it photo
one of
finish that could have almost
velop as defending champ Alpha placements. Dick Catlett.
APPROVED Minit Mon SEhviCk
the best of the newcomers, figtailed a draw. A renuttch
1114’11
Tau Omega tries to repeat.
ures to give Phi Sig is good jump

Title Sunday

CAR WASH

The meet will consist of compe- I on the start.
first-tition from all fraternities, Moul-1 Tiny Bob Tuttle, also a Hilt
yea.’ man in ttinh pushcartgeftwwot;lial:
der and Allen halls, 155 club and
be directing
at least 35 independent entries. defending champs.
according to Dan Glines, intra-1
mural director.
ATO won the team title la,’
year with 193 points to Tint.,
Chi’s 72/4. Phi Sigma Kappa
finished third with 44, Delta
Signori Pi fourth with 28.

ATO captured three firsts and
tied for another last year. Norm
Friborg won the 1320 in 3:34.4,
Pat Reeve won the pole vault at
11 feet and Dick Hartley took the
baseball throw with a 397-5 heave.
ATO and the Phi Sigs tied in the
880 relay at 1:36.4.
"In three or four yeats I’d like
I o be the world champ in the 100
Don Wettlelund, Larry Stanmil 200 yard breaststroke," indi- ley and the relay team constituted
cated the confident Whitten. "The the four 1960 first places for the
Pan - American games in Brazil Phi Sigs. Wettleland took two:
in 1963 and the Tokyo Olympics the 75-yard dash in 7.7 and the
in 1964 are definite goals."
180 dash in 18.2. Lamy Stanley
Whitten credits SJS swimming muscled the shot 44-11% for the
I
t’mach Tom O’Neill for helping him other Phi Sig blue ribbon.
tt, "relax and stretch out" in orMary Stark of Delta Sigma Phi
der to overcome a habit of slowing down on the final lap. He will won the 160 low hurdles in is swan this summer for the Santa and the 660 in 1:29.8.
Don Helstrup won the broad
Clara swim club under George
jump with a fine leap of 22-4.
Haines.
school after running track his
first two years. As a senior he
was
an
All-Aunerican
high
school swimmer, and while not
yet even 16 years old he heigl
two junior Olympic records.

Spartan Judoists
Lead Hokka Vi? ctory

Pushcart Relays on Today

Dan Fager ot Theta Chi jumped
6-1 for first place in high jump
competition. Discus honors went
to Dave Cox, Theta Chi, with .i
throw of 124-7.

Gary Anderson won the 352
With a San Jose State quartet
yard dash in 41.9.
,ring 40 of their 81 points, the
:1 ,kka Inorthern California) All Assistant Intramural Direct,.
Stars defeated the Nanka (south- Don Hogan explained that p,c
ern California) All -Stars at Par. ticipants in the meet are thoher Sunday.
who are not or have not been
Jim Baker, Lee Parr. Walt Da- member of any SJS track or cr.bel and Dave Sawyer sparked the country team. Track letter wt
ltrkka victorY. 81-45. Nozomu ners from any other four y,..
’,trio and Dexter O’Day were school are also ineligible, he c.
.,cr Spartan competitors.
plained.
-zawyer and Dabel added inctilial
Sawyer took first
,0 in a Kohako Shai tourney
iCaPde
..:nner stays on and fights the
cxt man in line). and Detre! finsecond.
I
.4.iwyer defeated six southern
’Itorninns and Dahel vanquished

Golfers, Trojans Tee
Off in Southland

K

111.1i

2
OPEN DAILY ANU SUN. A.m,

IInitss

chipt4

21 North Fifth Street
Montgomery Street

77 South

22c

Sped - Quality SOFT WATER

ROOSEVELT CLEANERS
916 E. SANTA CLARA

I I years Dependable Servke

STUDENT DISCOUNTS ON

NEW KELLY SPRINGFIELD

TIRES
FREE WHEEL BALANCE INCLUDED
%I. I X RBI TIRES FOR
ANDAMAN & FOREIGN t. SIN

GEORGE’S SERVICE CENTER
We

give CA.S.....M .Sramp,
CY 4-6662

4th 11 JACKSON

NOW
SEE

SWINGINS SMASH MI Of
-MONTEREY 1A7/ FESTIVAL"

JUST ARRIVED!
Loden Green
Crew

Neck

Sweatshirts

vies
Su, , Med , Large, X Large

ONLY $2.59

RALPH GLEASON SAYS : "THE NEW
SINGER OF THE YEAR IS OBVIOLISLM
ERNESTINE ANDERSON "

OPENS 6 per

Other Colors, Gray. White, Rad,
Yellow and Navy
ALSO AVAILABLE
Zipper Necks, Boat Neck
Roll Collar and Hooded

sHormmts
231

mc

1; 12;
BREAKFAST

Stow
’,NESTE S DIRECTED
DINNERS FROM 8 p

The Boys Store

isre
Liu

DANCING

SAN
NITE1Y

College Shop

eicarde".3

eicapdo

Ricare0

-24;1

Co-ed Activities
Nlen’s am will be open from
’it) am. to 4 p.m. tomorrow and
tram 2-4 p.m. on Sunday, as part
of the weekend co-ed activities
program. Basketball, volleyball
and badminton are offered,
well as pool facilities and
tiampoline class. The Women’s
gym will be open Sunday between 12:30 and 4:30 p.m. Volleyball, ping pong, four-square,
group singing and dancing are
offered,

t

/21

\-/

6

res.

eicardc:6 Pizza
218 A illow St.

ifINITIO ale

c%*

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
May

"TWO FOR THE SEESAW"
FRIDAY and SATTRIVV

tl

The SJS golfers begin a week end stand in southern California
this afternoon with a match
against the USC Trojans at L.A
North. Following the encounter today, the Spartans will journey ti
Annondale tomorrow afternoon It
meet Los Angeles state.
Monday will find Johnny Lot,
and company back at L.A. North
entered in the WCAC tournament
which will be the season finale.
According to coach Walt McPheison, SJS has "a good chance" to
take the tournament.
The Spartan golfers were impressive all the way through the
lineup in their last outing against
Santa Clara. They’ll have to do
it again to win this one.

W. San Carlos (across from Civic Auditorium)

LAST WEEK

I

en I
ravc
_

FAST - BEST

Ins the 1991 finals would not be
WI.

San
ne.g
tick

12-13, 1961

o 1.

Admission 52.011
Friday Special for Students

2 for

the

price of 1 with student body card

TRAVEL

COMING TO THE CIVIC PLAYHOUSE

c%

"THE LITTLE Hui’
OPENING NIGHT MAY 26
For Reservations Call CY 4-2247 or CV 5-0888
ESN

I=M ISM INN MN NM =II

TRAVEL AND BE
PAID FOR IT TOO
AS A STEWARDESS
WITH UNITED

I

THE MINSTREL
I THE CABARET DOW NsTAIRS
APPEARING NH:FITLY

It you’re hettionn 5’2" and
5’F’, 20 and 26 erars, lash
school graduate, person.
able, siagle, a laorinaring
career aunts. you.

FOR

PIZZA, SPAGHETTI, RAVIOLI
(ON PREMISES ONLY)

THE

I PEDDLERS 1
f’,ilk Dun Dirert From Denuer’s Exodus

7-94)57

Clowl Mondays

LCY

EMI

20% OFF ON REFRESIINIENTS

SPECIAL INTERVIEWS

MO Ell

SATURDAY, Ms,. 13
to a.m. to 1 p.m.

UNITED’S TICKET OFFICE
SZ NORTH FIRST STREET

UNI

ENTERTAINMENT BY

-The Highwaymen" of SJS

Rican0

eicanto:o

eicardo,6
’,ORIGINALD

_eogue Leading Giants Tiff
3raves in Candlestick Series
The high-tlying men of Alvin
San I. rancisco Giants (veil a
.ne-game home stand at Candle- Dark, buoyed by an excellent 9-3
tick Park tonight against War- record on their current road
trip,
en Spahn and the Milwaukee will
send Sam Jones, "the man
iraves.
with the broke arm," to the
mound against Spahn, who noSan Jose State College
hitted the Giants in Milwaukee
Yearbook
two weeks ago.
Jones, who was a 1-0 loser to
Spahn in that one, will be going
after win No. 4, hoping to beat
Spahn to the punch.
San Francisco leads secondplace Los Angeles by one game in
the National League chase.

West Coast Relays Tomorrow

Trackmen Face Rugged Competition
By TODD PHIPERS

SJS coach Bud Winter looks at
tomorrow’s West Coast relays in
Fresno as a stepping stone for the
NCAA championships in Philadelphia, June 16 and 17,
The Spartan mentor is working
toward a healthy, well conditioned
squad for the finals, so San Jose
athletes will concentrate on individual rather than relay efforts
at the Fresno meet.
Lending the 19 man silS invasion will be sprinter Dennis
Johnson, naturally. Johnson has
said that the Ratcliffe stadium

TYPEWRITERS
RENTED
Special Student Rates
latest models
fully guaranteed
free exchang
rel:(1

torre
lla
on sale

modem office machines co.

tower ball
!marten book store
96.00

Open

(next to Cal Book Store)
FREE DELIVERY
CV 3-5283

TOM AND LARRY’S PRESENTS
BUD WINTER
. . . Fresno bound

your stereo and Hi-Fi needs

Mon. & Thurs.

Fresno State, USC
Likely Candidates
For College Series

2417 Stevens Creek Rd.
g

H OU SE

CY ress 5-0388
(neaPr Volley Fair)

Nat

Weekend Guests Welcome
At the .

MOTEL CITY CENTER
. . . where they will enjoy
the ultimate in modern relaxation!
46 New Deluxe Units and Heated Pool.
Free TV and also Phones in Every Room.
King Size Beds and Family Units.
Special Rates to Students and Their Guests.
Within Walking Distance of Campus.
SOUTH SECOND
AT REED
CYpress 4-2995

t-Tit

NEW ON

DECCA’
RECORDS

CHARLIE MANNA
top TV and nightclub
comicstrips the
cloak of sanctity and
sanity from such time.
honored institutions as
the White House, the
Public Library. the human anatomy, and
even invades the
launching pads at
Cape Canaveralij
’MANNA OVERBOARD’!"
01- 4159 DL 7415) (Stereo)
Recorded On-The-Scene at the Village Vanguard,N

f

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week
Bill Schaefer

4.70111w.

Completely equipped to fill all

’til 9 p.m.

oval is his fa%orite, aml once tans lack the gond MI( ri., (wee, tnympians Rink itabka (discus) erts t (rush I, pole vault. I) ic k
again the cluttered :093 cen- sary for a powerful distance med- and Ron Morris ipole vault), Gear, Jeff Chase and Dick Kirry-tury record iti in danger.
broad jumpers Joel Wiley and moll and high jump, Gene Zu.
ley team. Johnson run :09.4 in Fresno
Ramos, who along with Williams Dick Van Kirk, hop steppers Alvis brinsky.
last season while representing is termed a key man in the drive Andrews and Herman Stokes, plus
Bakersfield college and should he for the national collegiate crown, a number of other outstanding ex UP
GUARANTEED TV $26
chop an identical one-tenth second will face tough opposition in the collegians.
New Radios $10.95
off his best 1961 efforts, he will Fresno open 440. The former Call -1 Spartan field entries will be
I
RADIO, & H141 REPAIRS
step to the head of the 100 class. fornia junior college champ will Shot put, Lee Shields and Pa t
Open 7 Days. Week
Winter is still worried about the have a busy day, however, as a , Kelso (frosts); discus, Dan StudDILLARD’S TV & APPLIANCE
condition of Willie Williams and member of three Spartan relay ney and Harry Edwards; javelin.
60 S. 2nd
CV 2-8253
Studney broad jump. Walt
is not sure how much action the units.
sprinter-quarter miler will see in
McCullough will concentrate on
the raisin city. Without the Comp- the 400-meter hurdles and run a
ton flash running a leg, the Spar- mile lap. Rex Cawley of USC
tan sprint and mile relay times and Eddie Southern are odds-on
will suffer,
favorites in the gruelling race.
San Jose has had its mile relay
The SJS field event team, even
foursome intact only three times with four school record holders
this season. Potentially, the Spar- t plus freshman Pat Kelso, who
tans could push the country’s top has surpassed the shot put mark),
.
atch with
Bill Schaefer
teams if Williams. Don Ramos, must rate behind Southern Cal I
the Spartan rucletmen, cddyed a key
Jim Flemons and Bruce McCul- and the Striders in over-all I
role in boosting the SJS tennis team to
lough all are healthy at one time. strength
its second consecutive WCAC chamBob Poynter, according to
The Trojans boast of high
pionship last weekend. Schaefer teamed
Winter, is training hard and "if
jumper Bob Avant, discus and
COWERS=
up with Lee Junta to share in his second
effort will do it, he’ll be tough
shot man Jim Wade, Is
eomoGENNED s
conference doubles championship. Bill
to beat." Poynter’s return makes
Junipers Bill Jackson and ’,nth with teammate Nick Scharf won the
the 440 and 8140 relay teams
sr /11/Y1‘.1, Jiivelin throwers Bob
honor last year. With the senior net ace,
rugged opposition for anyone.
Sborstone and Dick Tomlinson
Junta and Gordy Stroud were standouts
Going according to his plan, the and pole vaulters Jim Brewer
in the Spartan triumph. Plans are alSJS track boss will put Charlie and Mel Hein, Jr.
ready being made for their third league
Clark in the open 5000-meters anti! The Striders (an organization
"Ron Davis in the mile. The Spar-similar to the Youth Village) have

Milk
1111111_

124 E. San Fernando I) I) I)

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS

BERKELEY. Calif , I UP!
USC, Fresno State and Oregon
State are leading candidates to
represent the West at the college
baseball world series next month,
but several other schools still
have an outside chance at the
honor, according to Stanford coach
Dutch Fehring.
Fehring, NCAA District Eight
tournament chairman Wednesday
named chief candidates for Ohs’
four spots in the district tourney
One berth automatically goes
to the CHIA champion. The
number one nationall-rainked
Is(’ Trojans, who own a strong
83-6-I season record, have almost cinched the league title.
Runner-up California must win
six straight while the Trojans lose
two out of three. USC was runnerup in the national tourney last
year.
The at -large berth is almost
certain to go to Fresno State, who
is 32-6 on the year and 14-1 in the
CCAA race. Second place S a n
Diego State has a mathematical
chance to overtake the Bulldogs,
but one Bulldog win will earn
them the title and the invitation.
Fehring said yesterday that the
CIBA champ and California’s atlarge selection will meet May
26-27 at a site to be determined.
Up north, rain has hampered
league play, hut Oregon State
(4-0) is firmly ahead of Oregon
(24)) and Washington State
(4-2). An Oregon -Oregon State
series May 26-27 may help clear
up the picture.
Seattle, PortLint ie Id, Ore.
land, and Gonzaga are leading
candidates for the at -large pick
to meet the Northern Division
champion on Memorial Day. May
30, according to Fehring

lilt CING
everybody’s talking about ’em, so we’re br;nging ’em back

yr

THE FALCONS

"SPECIALISTS IN DANCEABLE MUSIC"

BOWL
35’

line,

plus FREE shoes.
(Mon. through Fri.
5 p.m./
12 a.m.
For dining and relaxation

gay

1///elle3

koom

Cameo loom
32 new deluxe lanes

Free bowling instruction

every day but Sunday

White Bros.

Ann Darling Bowl
L_DEFECTIVE

King & McKee Rds.
Clayburn 8-0670

TOM AND LARRY’S

come "STAG OR DRAG"
s-Hjoln in the fun at ...

LUCKY

STRIKE

1661 E. SANTA CLARA AT 34th

PRESENTS:

4

D2R:0k V1001:1:
DR. FROOD’S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: BEIJARE OF STRUM ’V If, A DVER TISING !

Dear Dr. Frood: I’ve been reading a great deal about
automated teaching devices. How long will it be before they come up with machines to replace profes
Professor
sors?
DEAR PROFESSOR: Just as soon as they get one that
can rap the knuckles of a sleeping student, give
humiliating answers to foolish questions and spring
surprise tests whenever it happens to be in a bad
mood.

Dear Dr. Frood: In the four years I ve been at this
college I’ve done some pretty horrible things. I am
guilty, for instance, of wiHNINNEHH into and
I’m also
around the home of Professor
ashamed of oneN11111= the Board of Regents.
and completely MEMI== the campus police
But the worst thing I did was
man’s
after hiding all night in the
Can I. in good consc-orce. er accept a diploma
7
from dear old

Your ASB card entitles you to

at

SPARTAN RAIT.T-11

Friday, May 12, 11(11

Dear Dr. Frood: My problem is fat, stubby fingers.
As a result. I am exceedingly awkward with my hands.
My manual dexterity is so poor, in fact. that I can’t
even get a Lucky pack open. What can I do?
Fingers
DEAR FINGERS: Simply strap ordinary sewing needles
along both of your index fingers. Now cup the Lucky
pack in your hands, grasp the little red tab in your
teeth, and yank. Next, place the pack on a flat surface
and secure it between two unabridged dictionaries.
Then, with the right-hand needle, carefully, carefully
carve a one -inch -square opening at the top right-hand
corner. Finally, place the points of the needles firmly
against the sides of a.Lucky and lift. That’s all there
is to it. A word of warning though: Try to be careful
when shaking hands.

: You can if you send $500
DEAR
in unmarked bills to Dr Frood, Box 2990. Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. Y. If you don’t, I’ll print
your letter without the little black lines.

Dear Dr. Frood: Don’t you think it’s wrong for a boy
and girl to marry while they’re still in school?
Soc. Major
DEAR SOC.:Yes, they should
at least wait until recess.

4
THE HANDWRITING IS ON THE WALL, says Dr. Frood. Or, more exactly, on the
blackboard. It’s appearing on college blackboards everywhere: "College students
smoke more Luckies than any other regular." Why is this statement showing up on
college blackboards? Because I am paying agents to put it there. For you must
remember that Luckies are the cigarette with tastethe emphatic toasted taste. Try
a pack of Luckies today.

LUCKY
STRIKE
t47/..e.rr

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
1,); vii aj r./;ii..Afriatioatatifasioalloa.

.104.e.co is our middle nor’,:

1011111
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Shelley’s Tragic Play,

Faculty Council Balloting Slow;
Rumors of ’Slate’ Denied ’The

Cenci,’ Starts Run

Kalua Pig, Poi Dishe
On Menu for Luau

The fashion show, sponsored
A kalua pig, poi and other Habe among the the Hawaiian Shop on San
will
dishes
waiian
of
prolessor
assistant
t,
Dors
Speech
and
DraCenci,"
"The
" ’The Cenci’ is a play tu be
Faculty Council may hate in
uttraction.s (if the eighth annual tonio In San Jose, will display
ma’s staged reading of Percy read, not acted. It is a play of drama.
recommending action to the new
students luau tomorrow evening from 6 to 1 newest Hawaiian fashions. Mix
for
Prices
are
50
cents
poetic
tragedy,
character."
Shelley’s
emotion
rather
than
Bysshe
tite College Board of Trustees,
gym, sponsored tor the show will be Clam C
opens tonight at 8:15 in Studio The pi oduction will be in "reader’s and $1 general admission. Tickets in the Women’s
voting for the Council has been
Shirley Evangelista, Edith Sa
by the Hawaiian club.
theater"
style,
he
Continued,
in
Theater.
far from heavy. Dr. Edward C.
Borinie Lori, Carol Lee, Jo A
of that there will be no suggestion
fall
story
concerns
the
The
"Tickets for the event can still Chun and Amy Chang, all of w
Glover. chairman of the Council
but villainous Cenci of scenery, costumes or actual
wealthy
the
be purchased in TH16 at $4 per are members of the Hawaiian
election committee, stated yesterfamily of Rome during the pon- staging. It will be a formal readperson. Students are reminded
day.
Dress for the event will be
tificate of Clement VIII in 1599. ing lasting about an hour and a
that the ticket price includes food,
.:oan
He stated that of a possible 800
Based on fact, the historical data half, he added.
pzofessional entertainment, a fashballots, only about 250 have been
has been somewhat modified and , James Dunn will read the part
ion show and an after dinner
returned. Voting deadline is Monromanticized by Shelley, accord- I of Count Francesco Cenci, the evil
dance," stated Miss Pat Sue, vice
day. he said.
ing to Alden Smith, associate pro- count hated by his family. CaroIpresident of the club.
fessor of speech, who adapted and lyn Reed and Mace Perona porDr. Donald Ferris, assistant r
Menu for the luau consists of
tray his embittered daughter and
directed the production.
FULL TIME - PART TIME
lessor of Education and ant’
a kalua pig, which is authentically
He pointed out that the play. sun, respectively, who plot to murthe ,iiittieltt,c st a!Cui I hal Vial,
cooked in a pit dug oven, poi, a
The Accounting department will written in 1819, has been performed der their ruthless tyrant.
astc. t.wulty
the ilea Boald ai
EXCELLENT EARNINGS
Hawaiian bread pudding imported
Other readers in the cast are
councils aleuliOlelfl the state will !combine with the San Jose chap- publicly six times in history:
Haother
and
islands
the
from
Bedell,
Jeffrey
!
ter
Winteisteen,
of
once
in
the
California
Society
of
Englund,
Kate
times
in
three
NO
EXPERIENCE
recone
have incroisisi
waiian dishes such as salmon,
I. put inio el- ; Certified Public Accountants to Czechoslovakia, once in New York Luis Miguel Valdez, Raymond
mending polic
NECESSARY
coconut pudding, fresh pineapple,
sponsor a conference in El S to- in 1926 and again in Washington Baptista, Gerald Proost, Richard
lect by itie
ONLY THREE
Burkhart. John Worthington, Del
morrow.
in 1940.
baked fish and sweet potatoes,
in. Fell is arul lb.. Richard
Franks, Joe Kirk and Charles
I Five speakers will discuss busi’GREATEST TRAGEDY’
REQUIREMENTS
commented Miss Sue.
C. Tans,’,. .
ness aspects during the third an"However, the play is considered Roth.
Amercian Feder:it:an of Teachers.
I. Willing to work
"The professional entertainment
nual conference, according to Dr. by many critics to be the greatSet decoration is under the sudenied rumors that ’’slales" of
2. Own a car
Milburn D. Wright, head of the est poetic tragedy of fact written pervtsion of J. Wendell Johnson,
and
Maui
Samoan,
a
include
will
CAROLYN REED
candidates ice running lac Fat: 3. Neat appearance
Business division.
In English since Shakespeare," he professor of drama, and lighting,
tiny Council positions.
. . . ’Cenci’ reader Tahitian knife and fire dances,
Registration is at the door. said.
under the supervision of Kenneth
plus other traditional island
t
Dr. Ta.nsey,
PI"fessor Price is $7.50 including lunch.
will be sold at the door. The play dances. There will also be authenof Art, stated W
MelDating the luncheon. William
will be presented again Saturday tic Hawaiian music," stated the
we intend P. Siddoway, assistant to Pres.
ning any slate, nor
night at 8:15.
In instruo
ic.11:!.:-..s an how Jahn T. Wahlquist, will greet the
vice president.
Professor Smith mentioned that
10 vole.
da will meeting.
proceeds from the presentation
be as individuals.’
will be used to perpetuate the Dr.
Dormitories To Open
Dorothy Kaucher award fund for
oral interpretation.
liii iii’. For Summer Classes
11:ir I,hr.is!rw it dttr.,11w
The increase over the $719 million now
!..:ACRA3.11..NTO (MI
OPEN 24 HRS.
f.i ?Ile
e
"I’A.
Rooms will be available in the legislature moved yesterday to- budgeted for elementary, high
doims this summer. According to ward discouraging increases In ed- school and junior college support.
Delectable dining in the
Winton’s second bill, requiring
Robert Baron, housing coordinator, ucation costs while testing stuLARIAT ROOM
the residence halls will be in op- dents to see how much they know. statewide intelligence and achieveeration during the 10-week sumLegislators moved in both direc- ment testing, passed the assembly
Two other locations
mer school session.
tions with votes on two measures Wednesday and headed for the
PRESBYTERIAN
Old Colony Steak House
The Steer Hou
During, the six-week session a by Assemblyman Gordon Winton senate.
SAN FRANCISCO :UPII Mrs.
I
195 South lit St.
o
CHURCH
5
The bill won on a 60-11 vote
single room will be $57 and dou- (D-Mercedi. His bills were regardSmith,
Elizabeth
U.S.
treasurer.
72
E.
Santa
Clara
CY 7-71
ble room $45; for the four-week ed as among the most important despite charges from Assemblyof
your
said
yesterday
a
new
color
-La
ID
man Sheridan I. Hegland
costs $38 of the current session.
The Alameda at Shasta session a single room
money may be in the offing.
and double $30, Mr. Baron said.
Winton’s first measure, backed Mesa) that it would lead to MShe said studies have been un"m
CY 4-7447
Meals are not included. Weekly by the state Department of Edu- tellectual socialism and lockstep
derway for several months on the
payments may be made. Students cation, originally provided for an education."
Winton replied that the tests idea of changing the color of curdesiring rooms in the dorms ambitious $53.5 million increase
Sutiday Services
should contact the Housing of- next year in state aid to public would provide "guideposts" for rency from its present uniform
green to some sparkling hues.
8:30 & 11 a.m.
fice, Adm266.
schools. It also asked for a con- comparing California schools with
Purpose of the change would be
7:00 p.m.
troversial countywide school tax others in the nation.
The bill requires that the state convenience in handling, she said.
program.
Board of Education select uniform Different colors would make it
PROPOSAL
h7SAL
JOHN KNOX
ButKILL
Assembly tests for all elementary students easier to distinguish denominamemThets
tions.
FELLOWSHIP
, Education committee Wednesday in grades 1 to 12. Individual scores
A ,r,deu. chapel Ii, the doubt,
Dollar bills would probably recosoioner and Weller.
fr
his in. could not be made public, but disI night cut 80 per cent from
invites you to
creases and killed the county tax trict results would lie published main green, she said. No colors
have yet been selected for other
plan. As his bill moved toward annually.
Morning Worship Sunday 10....
bills.
-fistI
tight
in
the
hearings
further
Kulsar
John
Rev,
Pas.or. The
940 a.m. Perspective
"The biggest problem involves
ed assembly ways and means corn00 ’C’, and Sa^
ink and color chemicals," she said.
Cur it or
7: Mee, it provided for an $11.5 ss
"When we decide on something
San Francisco Theatre Party
"Perspective," the SJS student- permanent, we will let the public
600 p.m. Knox Club
.
Lair Tape
produced television series, will
know."
’ Lee
Zoo Story
’Dating and Marriage’
sent a unique show of puppets in
Leave Center - 7 p.m.
pantomime with music tomorrow,
Pre-Reg Ends Today
WASHINGTON UPI
Coon- director Mel Swope has anTransportation at
Deadline is today for elementary
Allan Dieter. Campus Pastor
terfeiting
of
money
is
at
a
record
education students to pre-register
7th, San Fernando 81 San
developed
was
Mimes"
"Puppet
H
high
and
increasing,
the
Secret
Campus Christian Center
in TH159 for student teaching.
Carlos at 915 a.m.
by Jerry Juhl, senior drama maService reported yesterday.
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
according to Dr. Vergil H. Hughes,
jor, and will be aired at 11 a.m.
Since
last
July
1
Secret
Service
associate professor of elementary
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL
A
agents have detected 427 new is- over KNTV, channel 11.
education.
’Steps to State." a new feature
sues of bogus bills. By June 30,
011111111111111.:
the end of fiscal year 1961, they of "Showcase SJS" radio show on
expect the total to reach 600. The KLOK, will he heard for the first
12 varieties of
previous high of 387 was reached time Sunday at 9:30 p.m. at
1170 kc.
in fiscal 1960.
Don Kirkorian, Speech and
The increase in counterfeiting
PIZZA 11
is year is not a one-year fluke, Drama Awards night spokesman. ’
according to Michael W. Torina, reminded students enrolled in DANCING
chief inspector of the Secret speech and drama activities that
FINE ITALIAN DINNERS
Monday is the deadline for recogService.
& SANDWICHES
You see it in her eyeshut the rea.on aren’t all romanTorina said in an interview that nitions balloting. Ballots are availtic ones. Her diamond ring i= an Arc -arced. This means
able today in the department of Tonight Is
there
has
been
a
steady
rise
in
* Past Frosh Representative
it meets rigid standards of excellence in cut, carat
new issues over the past decade-- fice. The Awards Night banqu,
weight, color and clarity.
from an average of 102 a year in will be held May 28.
* Spartan Shields
Nor is this simply a verbal promise. Artearved’s written
1950-54 to 184 a year in 1955-59.
6 to 8 p.m.
guarantee explains how the exclusive Permanent Value
REFRESHMENTS 150 A GLASS
Plan lets you apply the full current retail price toward
the purchase of a larger Artcarved anytime, at any
Artcarved
jeweler throughout the country. You will be
ROME.IN PIZZERIA
proud. too, of Artearved’s award -winning styling, like
1076 The Alameda
5.01466:
CY
A "dime -a -dip" lunch is being
the Evening Star shown here. To be sure it’s an Artr(iii v1
Parking in Rear
carved: Look for the name inside the ring, and ask for
sponsored today at noon by the
SHARE-1 bdrm. apt. with senlc.a Ends) Flicks, "April Love," Pat
11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Open
=
your written Artearved guarantee.
Newman guild, according to Bob
CLASSIFIED RATES:
washer, dryer, TV, garage. pr,
mmiimmummummuminommiffi
.
140 Mo. 7851/2 So. 8th. CY 5-11332 Boone, Shirley Jones, TH5.5, 7:30 Heffner, club spokesman.
Of course, being engaged is wonderful. lad sealing the
25e a line first insertion
p.m.,
25
cents.
insertions
succeeding
a
line
20e
engagement with an Artcarved ring makes it more
The luncheon, which will feaRevelries, "Musical Madness,"
Furn. apt. Lovely upstairs I-bdrm. sleeps
2 line minimum
wonderful than everforcrer!
ture hot casseroles, salads and des4o3 So. 7th CY 5-5193 or CY 5.5362. Morris
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
Dailey auditorium, 8:15
held at Newman hall,
he
serts,
will
TO PLACE AN AD:
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Furnished modern reasonable fetes. p.m., 25 cents admission.
79 S. Fifth at.
Call at Student Affairs Office
TOMORROW
A,/able now. 485 E. William.
Hot lunches will be served until
Savings
up to $120 on automobile
ROOM 16, TOMO, Hall; Of
Revelries, "Musical Madness,"
just prior to the Pushcart Relays,
insurance IVO now Coalman for
WOMEN ENJOY DELUXE LIVING dueSend in Handy Order Blank
married men under 25 years of
-1 summer school or work. New /Ova Morris Dailey auditorium, 8:15 according to Heffner, and all stuwith Check or Money Order.
AND WEDDING RINGS
age with the California Casualty
apts. Low rates. See before you p.m., 25 cents admission.
No Phone Orders
dents are invited to attend.
Indemnity Exchange.
’net CRESTWOOD MANOR, 643 So. MONDAY
"Married men in this age bracket
CY 4.4749.
LAST CALL for candidates
Junior clam, meeting, S142,
Help Wasted
are 9
Ily paying excessive
End
Near
Shots
3:30 p.m.
furnished
bedroom
2
Session.
Summer
premiums
for
the
degree
of
risk
GIRL TO BABY SIT 4rX FOR P
Three y.eeks remain in the
scts electric kitchens, wall to wall carSophomore, class, meeting, CHinvolved," says George M. Campt,’ ?G
;
1, :V 3 -Cu
1/2 blks to SJS. Reasonable summer 149, 3:30 p.m.
Pet
bell, Spartan Representative for
Hea It h Center’s immunization
Ius 423 So. 71.11 St. CY 4-7102.
the Exchange.
$30‘13;b1c
Pi Omega PI, meeting. TH124, clinic, Mrs. Helen Smith, super"We believe that a married man
visor of nurses, said yesterday.
Faculty: Beautiful Lanai Apts. turn. 230 3:20 p.m.
with family responsibilities Is a
- In Salvador.
Lutheran Student assn., reli- The clinic, HB130, will he open
more careful driver, and causes
Ti., ArIcareal hiP1111 Sip 111,
Misceiloneous
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
gious drama discussion, 300 S. 10th today from 1 until 4 p.m., offering
MOnd tin Posed al 1000 t u,s
"Therefore,
he is entitled to rates
st., 7 p m.
a scrip, of six shots
Thesis,
as Nai,onal College Queer, ii.
p.esn C
Fee tele
’r; s
for mature drisers."
$5,000 IN PRIZES
reeler wth thou:and, of dol
#40 CY 5 tor,135
For example: A married man, ago
48 Plymouth coupe, $75 or best offer,
0,7 fialional Stenne,s Coronal.on
Ian, ri,;1,
.
i. it.
with
Liability
22
Bodily
Injury
Fre.
- Ser. Club 0, 89’ .11-res 25Cr 2456 after 5.00.
Itle.Y,11 See your Arlearrorl i.
$10/20,000, Property Damage
free doom’s,’ rn blank Con1,1 t
85.000 and Medical $500 pays
Vega ilenjo & hand case, new condition,
sin sr ors.ri,
PAaku
9111,:1,
shout $152 a year with med inLost & Found
3-9978 after 6 p.m. Tom Mann
surance companies. With CaliCh. ’,tn. wh.nl
fornia Casualty he would pay
MOTOROLA Transistor car radio, 9"x7",
ty
;
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
CY 2-4990 evenings.
ON DISPLAY ONLY AT
a net of $64 (bated on current
Fir Sale: 1958 Vespa, windshield and
,1 1135
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
-, only 5,000 miles, call CH 8.1356
saves about $93 with the ExPer.
it ’if 5 p.m.
change. (Other coverages with
10% DISCOUNT TO S.J.S. STUDENTS
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unWasted
We Witi ge
married Tan and women with
Diamonds
WatchesJewelry
driving records may save
good
DIRTY LAUNDRY, for Students Lavedry
Silverware China Crystal
over
20
per
cent.
hr.
Rentals
delivery.
24
"Service, free pickup &
Call or write for full inforrnetien
service. CY 4-2420. 60c per 8 lb,
to George M. Campbell, 1114
275 SO, FIRST ST.
CY 5.0567
Maple Ave Sunnyvale, REgent Married couple to share nice home e/101
IR1
TAVI.011
Y ;inn
1741 (day & nits).
040,1y gentleman. Near college. Must
Ac
I be Protestant. Call CY 4.4190 evenings. j
0,

1,t

the

candldates who are also AFT members
appear to have a common theme
more participation by teachers In
their own affairs I which echoes a
statement by Dr. Tarisey that the
purpose of AFT is to represent
the teachersisimilar statements
appear in the platforms of candidares with other affiliations.
Although

at
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